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ABSTRACT

This paper extends a result of Godambe on parametric estimation for discrete
time stochastic processes to nonparametric estimation for the continuous time case. Fol
lowing Hasminskii and Ibragimov (1980), the nonparametric problem is formulated as a
parametric one but with infinite dimensional parameter. Let { P } be a family of proba
bility measures such that (D,F,P) is complete , (Ft,t~O) is a standard filtration, and
X=(XI,FI,t~O) is a semimartingale for every P£ { P}. For a parameter O'(t) suppose
Xl =V, 0+ Aft 0 where the Vo process is predictable and locally of bounded variation and
the H~ proc~ss is a local martingale. Consider estimating equations for O'(t) of the form
t

Jau,adMu,o=O where the ao- process is predictable. Under regularity conditions, an
o
optimal form for a o in the sense of Godambe (Ann. Math. Statist. 31 (1960), 1208-11) is
determined. The method is applied to cases where M is linear in 0'. It is shown that
Nelson-Aalen estimate for the cumulative hazard function is optimal in Godambe's
sense. A new estimate is obtained for an extended gamma process model. Semimar
tin gale theory is used to indicate proofs of asymptotic normality of test statistics under
the null hypotheses considered.
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OPTL\1AL J\:O:--;PARA\1ETRIC ESTIM.ATION FOR SEM~1ARTIl':GALES

1. I;\iTRODCCTION

Generally, in the literature on stochastic processes estimation is in.... estigated in terms of asymptotic
properties. The theory of non parametric estimation and hypothesis testing for continuous time processes
has attracted quite a large number of contributions. However, most of these contributions have been con
cerned with inference for one particular process or another; for example, considerable literature on non
parametric estimation for counting processes has appeared in papers such as those of Aalen [1] and Gill :q
J, and Hasminski and Ibragimov [15; have investigated diffusion processes. In this paper we attempt to

proyide a theory of optimal estimation and testing ( treated in the literature only for the counting process
case. as the number of realizations tends to infinity) for a semi martingale model which includes point
processes, diffusion processes, Ito processes, semi-Markov processes, gamma processes, Liptser's model
etc ..

This paper extends the result of Godambe on parametric estimation for discrete time stochastic processes
to nonparametric estimation for the continuous time case. Following Hasminskii and Ibragimov ~....], the
nonparametric problem is formulated as a parametric one but with infinite dimensional parameter. Under
regularity conditions, an optimal estimating equation for the unknown parameter is obtained in a class of
estimating equations. Application of the method sometimes leads to new estimates and test procedures
for familiar problems, or to a new motivation for an already well-studied technique. It is shown that this
approach yields estimates consistent with other proposals: for Aalen's multiplicative intensity model for
counting processes the nonparametric estimate for the cumulative hazard function is optimal in
Godambe's sense, as is the maximum likelihood estimate for the signal in the white noise model. New
nonparametric estimates are obtained for Liptser's model and for an extended gamma process model.
Semimartingale theory is used to indicate proofs of asymptotic normality of test statistics under the null
hypotheses considered.

Now our main object is to study the simplest nonparametric estimation for semimartingales through
the optimal estimating equation. Following Hasminskii and Ibragimov ~~ and Grenander [J2l we formu
late the nonparametric problem as a parametric one. Certainly in a sense any nonparametric statistical
problem on be parametrized by introducing a properly chosen parameter. In fact, an important feature
of parametric problems consists in the possibility of imbedding the parameter set in finite dimensional
Euclidean space and using the structure of this space. Suppose we are given a nonparametric problem
where the parameter set is a subset of some infinite dimensional normed linear space. Then the basic idea
is to use the structure of this normed linear space and treat the problem as a parametric one but with an
infinite dimensional parameter.

In section 2 we formulate Godambe's optimality criterion in an abstract parameter space (Hilbert
space ). Viewing the nonparametric problem as a parametric one with the parameter in this infinite
dimensional space we obtain an optimal estimating equation for a semimartingale model in section 3.

In the parametric setup the likelihood ratio statistic R(9 0)=2[MaxL,,(9)-L,,(9 0)] =2(L,,(9)-L,,(9 0)).

where L,,(9) is the log likelihood, is used for testing a hypothesis of the form H o:9=9 0 ' Analogously we
propose a test statistic based on the optimal estimating function to test the hypothesis Ho:Ct(t)=Oto(t)
where Ct(t) is the parameter of interest, and we derive its asymptotic properties both when the time inter
val becomes infinite and when the number of copies/realizations becomes infinite using a central limit
theorem for semimartingales.

If we consider an infinite dimensional parameter space then our estimating function must also take
values in an infinite dimensional space. In order to formulate the optimality criterion for an infinite
dimensional parameter space, which we assume to be a real separable Hilbert space H , we consider the
notions of mean, dispersion operator, correlation operator and covariance operator on H , following the
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treatments of AV.Skorohod [tJ, A.V.Balakrishnan [3j .

Let x , y ,Z be elements of H . Let (x ,y) denote the scalar product of elements of Hand
Ilx 11~=(x ,x) the norm of an element x .

Definition : A functional on H is a function defined on H and taking values in the real scalar field R .

Definition: A bounded linear functional! on H is a functional such that

(i)( linearity) !(cu+PY)=Q!(x)+P!(y) for all x , yin Hand Q,P in R;

(ii)(boundedness) there exists a finite M such that I!(x) I<M Ilx II for x in H .

Definition : A bounded (satisfying IITx II~M Ilx II ) linear ( satisfying (i) ) map from a Hilbert space H
to a Hilbert space Y is called a bounded linear operator.

Definition : For each bounded linear operator T there exists a unique operator T· such that
(Tx,y )=(x ,T·y) for all x , y in H. This operator T· is called the conjugate (adjoint) of T .

Definition: An operator T from H to H is self-adjoint if T·=T , and positive (we write T>O ) if (Tx ,x»0
for all x in H , and non-negative ( we write T>O ) if (Tx ,x)~O for all u.H .

When H is Euclidean n-space, a linear operator T is representable by an men matrix which is symmetric if
T is self-adjoint and positive [semi] definite if T is positive [ non-negative].

Let B(H,H) be the class of bounded linear operators from H to H .

Definition: A bounded linear operator Tin B(H,H) is said to be invertible (or regular) if there exists a
bounded linear operator S from H to H (the inverse of T) S.t. ST=TS=/ , the identity operator.

Definition : Let HI and H 2 both be separable( guaranteeing the existence of a countable base). A bounded
linear operator A mapping HI into H 2 is ::aid to be a nuclear operator (or trace class operator) if for any
orthonormal sequence { en } in HI and a similar sequence { gn } in H 2 , we have

DO

E I(Aen ,gn) 1<00 .

For the special case where H I=H2 , we can define the trace of a nuclear operator by

DO

TrA=E(Aen,fn ) .
n-o

Let X I,x2..... ,xN be H -valued random variables on a probability space (O,F,?). That is, every set of
form { w :Xi(w )£B } for B a Borel subset of H is in F . Then ( Z,xi ) corresponds to a real random vari
able for ;=1,2,3, ... ,N .

Definition :- Assume that for all ZI,z2, ... ,ZJ\' in H the integral

E(zl ..yd ....(ZN ..yN)=O'X(ZI, ... ,ZN) exists. Then the functional O'X(ZI"",ZN) may be called the moment
functional of order N .

Theorem :- If the N -th moment functional is defined for the random variables X I,x2,....,xN , then it is a
bounded N -linear form. (d. A.V.Skorohod /26] Theorem I, p. 13 ).

•
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Definition :- The characteristic functional for an H -valued random variable X is defined as
O(z)=Eexp:i(zX)] for all z in H .

E.g:- By a Gaussian random variate taking values in a Hilbert space H we understand one whose charac
teristic functional has the form O(z)=exp[i(a,z)-lj.?(Az,z)] where a in H and A is a symmetric bounded
nonnegative operator on H .

Remark:- If such an operator A exists it is the dispersion operator ( to be defined below), which is the
infinite dimensional analogue of the variance-covariance matrix in the finite dimensional case.

Definition:- If u.dz) is defined it is a linear functional on H and consequently by the Riesz representation
theorem there exists an element a in H S.t. ux(z)=(a,z). This element a is called the mean of the ran
dom variable X .

i.e. we have for all z in H , (a,z )=E(X,z) .

The second moment function UX(ZI,Z2) if defined is a bilinear functional. This means that there exists a
bounded symmetric(self-adjoint) linear operator D I2 on H S.t. ux(zl,z2)=(D I2ZI,Z2) . The existence of
this operator follows from Balakrishnan [j] p.151, and it is defined by the relation (D 12z1,z2)
=E[(X1,zd(X2,zz)] .

Definition :- A covariance operator may be defined by the relation (C12Z17Z2)=UX(Z17Z2)-UX (Zl)UX (Z2)
I 2

=E[(X1-al,zl)(X2-a2,Z2)] where a1,a2 are the respective means of X 1X 2 . When X 1=X2=X,A=C12
may be called the dispersion operator of X .

Note: The above is not Skorohod's use of the term covariance operator.

Lemma :-( Skorohod) If E IIX 112<00 , then the dispersion operator A exists, is symmetric and nonnegative
and has finite trace;

TrA=EIIXIF if EX=O .

The following theorem plays a key role in finding a sufficient condition for the optimality to hold.

Theorem:- If V , V 1,u2 are bounded linear operators from H into H then

(i) the dispersion operator Au of VX is VAV' where V· is the conjugate operator of V and A is the
dispersion operator corresponding to X .

where All and A 22 are the dispersion operators of X IX 2 respectively , and 0IZ is the corresponding
covariance operator.

Without loss of generality we assume that the mean of X 1X 2 is zero.

Proof:- (d. Skorohod ~ p.15l, Balakrishnan !3J p.309 ).

(i) (Auzl,zz)=E(Ux ,ZI)(UX ,zz) =E(x,u'zd(x ,V'zz) =(AU'Zl,u' zz)=(VAV'ZI,Z2) .

(ii) (B: I,Z2)=E[(('IX1+U2-\"2,zd(V1X I+V:0"2,ZZ)]
=E[(U1XI,ZI)(VIXI,Z2)]+E[(V:0"2,zd(U~Z,Z2)l

+E[(VIXl,zd(VzX2,ZZ)]+E[(V2-Y2,zd(VjXI,zz)]
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Hence the result.

2. OPTThW.JTY CRITERION.

In this section we prove that Godambe's ([Ioj ,[If]) optimality criterion developed in the framework
of parametric estimation for a finite sample carries over in a natural way to many diverse nonparametric
problems. In a number of papers dealing with the accuracy of non-parametric estimation, i.e., in the
situation whe;e the set F of admissible distributions is not finite dimensional, Le,"it ( [ISj, If"]) used an
approach involving very general informational inequalities to prove the asymptotic optimality of a wide
class of non-parametric estimates in the case of real functionals. Our aim of this section is to broaden the
class of non-parametric estimators for which finite sample optimality can be proved. This general
approach allows us to consider both types of estimation, parametric and nonparametric, from a naturally
unified point of view.

We state the basic probabilistic assumptions. First, we assume that ( n ,F,? ), is a complete proba
bility space for each P in a family { P } of probability measures. We assume also a family "1 = ( F t ,t ~ 0
) of C1 -algebras satisfying the standard conditions for a filtration. We denote by D the space of right-
continuous functions X=(XI.t~O), having limits on the left. We use X=(Xt,Ft,t~) to denote,an Ft
-adapted random process with trajectories in the space D. For simplicity we assume that Xo=O . We
shall denote by M t1, P ), Mloe (/J, P ), MI;e (;C, P ) the classes of uniformly integrable, local and locally
square-integrable martingales X =(Xt'pt) respectively. Next we denote by v'oe ~, P ) the class of ran
dom processes \/=(1~,Pt) which have locally ( that is, on each finite time interval) bounded variation P
a.s..

Assume that the process X = (X"F,) is a semimartingale for each P ; that is , for each P it can be
represented in the form

..

(1)

where V=(Vt'pt)£V,oe (I, P) and M=(Mt,Ft)£Mloe (1, P). The representation (1) if Vis predictable is
called the Doob-Meyer decomposition and is unique for each P£ { P}. When we allow V and M to
depend on P£ { P} only through Q(P) for a parameter Q the model (1) can be rewritten as

(2)

If M £I1/1;e ('fr , P ) then there exists a unique predictable process <M>=(<M>t ,F,) called the quadratic
characteristic of Af , such that A(2-<M>£Mloe ('1, P ) (Liptser and Shiryayev iz'l).

For example, eventually we want to consider the semimartingale model of the form

(3) dXt=Q(t )dRt+dMt,o for t in [O,T] ,

where R is a real increasing right continuous process with Ro=O , and M£MI;c(F,P) has variance process
t

given by <AJ>t=JC.,odR. , with C being predictable. The function Q=Q(t) , the parameter to be
o

estimated, belongs to a space of functions on [O,T].
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First we consider the following general set up. Let ()((H, a real separable Hilbert space. Define the
mappings G(X,Q) such that for each fixed X value, G maps H to HI , a real separable Hilbert space,
possibly the same as H .

For each fixed QolH and X value define the derivative BG I to be the linear operatorBQ

Loo:H--H I such that

Lo (u )=-ddG(X,QO+lU) I ,
° l

assuming the right hand side exists in HI .

Remark: Skorohod [~: calls this a weak derivative; Hasminskii and Ibragimov ['~ define a less generaJly
applicable version of this, the Frechet derivative, in which case the operator LOr, is bounded (continuous).

For each u in H , LOr,(u) as a function of X is a random element of HI' and if its expectation exists as

defined in section 1, ELoo(u) also defines a linear operator ELOr,:H --> HI . It may be written EoLOr,
where Eo is the expectation operator corresponding to Q(P) . Let Vo be the inverse(assuming it exists) of
Eo L o ,so that Vo is a linear operator HI -> H .

° °
Let the composition VooG(X,Qo) be denoted by h(X):H -> H , suppressing for the time being the
dependence on Qo .

Let us assume H=HI .

Following Godambe [11], consider a parameter Q to be a function of Pi { P } . Let
G(X,Q)=(GI(X,Q)),F,) represent a family of processes indexed by Q such that EpGI(X,Q)=O for each t ,
for each P and Q=Q(P). This corresponds to the unbiasedness property of Godambe's ~~ optimality cri
terion which, adapted to this situation, says that GO is optimal in ~ - the class of unbiased estimating
functions -if

is a non-negative operator for all Gih and for all P where h(X)=VooG(X,Qo) and hO(X)=vgoGO(X,Qo)
and All is the dispersion operator for h under Qo .

Note that from the unbiasedness All =DII , the bilinear operator defined in section 1.

Now

Q=AII -Allo=DII -D110

=VoDoV;-vgDooVg" (by theorem (i)).

It is easy to see that

if EOoLoo=Do.ooK ( equivalently l'oDo,oo=vgDoo and Doovg'=Doo,oV; ) for all Gi'&and K a constant

invertible operator : H -- > H .

Thus we have the result that GO is optimal in if Eo Lo=Do ooK for all G in it and QoiH and Pi { P}° ° ,
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3 EXAMPLES.

Example 3.0: For the semimartingale model (3)

Following Godambe [11] we consider estimating equations of the form G,(X,a)=O where,
G,(X,a)= Ja"oIiM"OI ,a,,01 is predictable w.r.t. F,=u[X"s9] and realizations of G, belong to L

2
[0,Tj .

o

Assume that for each P ,

(a) M=(M"OI,F,)fM';t(~,P) , and M"OI is Frechet differentiable w.r.t. a ,with the corresponding operator
1,,01 .

(b) (a"OI,F,) is predictable and Frechet differentiable w.r.t. a ,

, aa '
(c) the Ito stochastic integrals J-a',01 dM, 01 , Ja, oIiM, 01 exist,

Q ' , t

o 0

aG,OI J' aa,OI J'(d) the operator -a' has nonzero expectation and can be expressed as --'-dM,OI + a, oIil, 01 .
a ° a(J . o· ,

The optimal estimating function if it exists will take the form

,
G,O(X,a)=Ja~odM"OI .

o

For it is easy to show that

and the corresponding covariance operator( c.f. Balakrishnan p. 317 ) is given by

Hence the optimal a~OI may be written formally as

This gives the optimal estimating equation as

dR,--....;...- =C;;.
d<M>,.OI

o J' dR, J' dR,
G t (X,a)= d M dM, = d M [dX,-a(s )dR,J .

o < >,,01 0 < >,,01

t

In the examples considered below the optimal estimating equation takes the form J(dX, -a(s )dR, )=0 .
o

Note: As a consequence it can be argued that for any bounded linear functional of a the optimal estimate
is obtained by substituting the optimal estimate of a for a .

Example 3.1: Aalen's (1978) model.
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Aalen was the first to introduce the following semimartingale to study the nonparametric estimate
for censored data.

Assume that we are observing on the interval [0,1] a random function XI where

(4) dX, =O'( t )Y( t )dt +dMI,Q

where the unknown parameter 0' and the observable Y belong to a convex subset E of the Hilbert space
L 2(0,1) , and M is a zero mean square integrable martingale. In the life testing setup XI is the number of
deaths up to time t and Y( t) is the number at risk at time t - , and both are observables.

We next consider the problem of estimating the value of a given bounded linear functional

I Leis
F : E --> R at an unknown point 0'; the problem of estimating fJ I= JO'(s )J(s r, where J(s )=/{Y(s »O},

°is a special case of this.

I

Let F(0')=Jf (t )O'( t )dt be a bounded linear functional on E

°
Let E be the ball in L~O,I) of radius I and center O.

Using the result of Example 3.0 for the model of the form (4) the optimal estimating equation can be writ
ten formally as

t

In the case of a counting process the variance process <M>I,Q=JO'(s )Y(s )ds , and we have

°

t

This is true for all t£ [0,1] . Hence GtO(X,O')=O is equivalent to JJ(s )dM.,Q=O, and for the functional

°I

fJ t = JO'(s)J(s)ds, the estimate is given by

° t dX
fJ?= { J(s) Y(s) .

This gives the optimality for the Nelson-Aalen estimate for the cumulative hazard function fJt which is
widely used in survival analysis. Jacobsen [1"1] also proved that Aalen estimator is asymptotically
equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimator in an extended model. Instead of considering the
extended model we have shown that the estimate is optimal for Aalen's model in Godambe's sense by con
sidering a class of unbiased estimating functions.

Now it is of interest to show that the optimal estimate obtained above attains the Cramer-Rao lower
bound.

Recently Grenander ~ has extended the Cramer-Rao inequality to an abstract parameter space and con
sidered estimation of an infinite dimensional parameter for a Poisson process model. Following his work(
example 3, pA88) we show that our estimate attains the Cramer-Rao lower bound for the counting
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process model.

For the counting process model the likelihood may be written ( see Liptser and Shiryayev ~)

t t

ft(X ,a)=exp(j In(Y(s )a(s ))dX,-J[l-Y(s )a(s )]ds)
o 0

t

where t is such that J(l+a(s )Y(s ))ds<oo.
o

Grenander's theorem says that under some regularity conditions for an unbiased estimate a' of a and for
a bounded linear functional I the Cramer-Rao inequality is given by

where >'u(X,a) is the weak derivative of f(X,a) at a in the direction of u .

He suggests that u can be chosen in such a way that the R.H.S. of the above inequality is as large as pos
sible.

When l,(a)=p,=Ja(s )ds it is easy to show that the R.H.S. of the Cramer-Rao equality equals
o

[J u(s )ds]2
o

which is maximized for u such that u(s )Y(s )=a(s) .

Hence the optimal estimate pO attains the Cramer-Rao lower bound .

i.e. for a counting process model the optimal estimate for the cumulative hazard function is the unbiased
estimate which attains the lower bound.

Example 3.2:

The diffusion process model given by Hasminskii and Ibragimov ~ is of the form

with a( t) the unknown parameter and £ known.

Using the result of example 3.0 the optimal estimating equation is given by

G~(X,a)=JdW,
o

dX,
which gives the formal estimate aO(t )=-- Therefore for any bounded linear functional

T dt T

F(a)=J f (t )a( t )dt of a the estimate FJ would be given by FJ=J f (t )dX,
o 0
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An argument similar to that of example 3.1 can be given to show that PJ attains the Cramer-Rao lower
bound.

We now show that the optimal estimate for a linear functional embraces the minimax estimate for
the diffusion process model. Hasminskii and Ibragimov [14l studied the nonparametric estimation problem
for the above model. There it is assumed that 0- is in E~210,11=L2' For the value of a linear functional

F(0-) on E at the point 0- , the class of linear estimates F=Jm (t )dX(t) where m in L2 is denoted by M .
o

The minimax risk is
~2(l,M)=InfSupEQIF(0-)-FI2 .

The following theorem was established.

Theorem 3.3: Let E be a convex, closed and symmetric subset of L 2[0,1] .

Then

~2(l,M)=SUPl2f"2(0-)(l2+110- IF)-I,

where 11·11= 11.11r.210•1! .

This problem corresponds to ours when E coincides with all of L 2 . In this case the functional F is
1

bounded and representable in the form F(o-)=J I(t)o-(t)dt
o

1

Then the optimal estimate PJ=J l(t)dX(t) has risk
o

1

EolPJ-F(0-)F=l2EIJI(t)dW(t)F=l211FIF which coincides with the bound in the above theorem, since
o

the Cauchy- Schwarz inequality implies that

i.e. in this case the optimal estimate is the minimax estimate.

Example 3.4:

Liptser t2J] considered the semimartingale model of the form

dXI=o-(t)d<N>I+dNI for t in [O,T]

where N l is a zero mean square integrable martingale with right continuous trajectories having left hand
limits and 0-( t) is independent of t . Here we allow 0- to be a function of t and consider the corresponding
nonparametric problem.

I

The optimal estimating equation for 0- in this case is a?(X,Ot)=JdN. , and the s:orresponding estimate is
o

o dXI
0-=----

d<N>1
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Thus we have obtained a new optimal nonparametric estimate for Liptser's model.

Example 3.5

In this example we consider a new semimartingale model for the extended gamma process defined by
Dykstra and Laud [5] and obtain a new estimate.

Let G (-r ,P) denote the gamma distribution with 1 the shape parameter and P the scale parameter for
1,P>0. Let 1(t) , t~O , be a nondecreasing continuous real valued function such that 1(0)=0 , and let
P(t) , t~O , be a positive right continuous real valued function, bounded away from zero, with left hand
limits. Let Z( t) , t~O , defined on an appropriate probability space (O,F,?) , denote a gamma process
with independent increments corresponding to 1(t). That is , Z(O)=O , Z( t) has independent increments,
and for t>s , Z(t)-Z(s) is G(-r(t)-1(s),1) . Then for the extended gamma process defined by

1

X(t)= JP(s )dZ(s) we propose a semimartingale model given by

°

..

mean zero and variance process
1

for F(P)= JP(s )d1(s) is given by

°
Then the optimal estimating equation

M is a locally square integrable martingale with
1

where

<M>,=Jp2(s )d1(s)

°1 1

GO(X,P)={ pts) dM. and the optimal estimate by F'={dX• . Thus we have obtained a new estimate

for a new semimartingale model.

4. ASYMPTOTIC EQUIVALENCE OF PARAMETER AND ESTIMATE.

In this section we consider the asymptotic equivalence of parameter and optimal estimate in the
linear case as T -> 00.

For a model of the form

where R is of bounded variation, the optimal estimating equation is of the form
1

G,O(X,Ot)= J(dX.-Ot(s )dR.)=O .

°
1

Hence the optimal estimate of P,= J01(8 )dR. can be written as

°P~=P,+M,o .

Theorem:- If (i) ~' - > (12)0 a.s.< >,,0
..

and (ii) <M>"o - > 00 a.s.

then
p~T: --> 1 a.s. as t --> 00.
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Proof:

( Me,a )
P~ Me.a <M>e,a
-=1+-- =1+---""""-
Pc Pc (Pc)

<M>e,a

Me,a
Now by the strong law of large numbers for martingales (Liptser ~~]) we have - > 0 a.s. under

<M>e.a
assumption (ii) of the theorem.

Using condition(i) and taking the limit as t - > 00 we have the result.

Note: For Aalen's model Pe=<M>e,a and hence (12=1 . For the diffusion process model of Example 3.2

the assumption(i) is the same as !.!... -- > (12 a.s ..
t

5. TEST STATISTICS FROM THE ESTIMATING EQUATION.

In this section we propose a test statistic based on the optimal estimating equation to test the
hypothesis Ho:et( t )=eto(t) where eto(t) is known, in the collection of semimartingale models

for n =1,2,3, ....

Then the statistic ,in analogy with the likelihood ratio statistic in the parametric set up regarding the
likelihood equation as the optimal one, may be defined under H°by

t

SS,,(eto(t ))=G2.e(et°)-G2,c(eto)=JdM" (s) ,

°
t

where G",e(et)=Jb•.adM,,(s) and G2.t(et) is the corresponding optimal estimating function as in Example

°3.0 .

Now we describe two cases in which the asymptotics may be studied.

Case (a): If we consider a sequence of semimartingales ( X" (t ):t £ [O,T] for fixed T t as before then we may

use the asymptotically standard normally distributed statistic U" (eto,T)= SS" (eto, ~/2 for testing H°.
<SS" (T»

Note:- The proof of asymptotic normality follows from a martingale central limit theorem (see for exam
ple Liptser and Shiryayev [8]) applied directly to the standardized martingale U,,(eto,T) .

This is the case which is extensively studied in the literature; see for example Anderson et. al. [2.] Example
4.2.

Case (b): If we consider a single realization of the semimartingale X = (Xc ,Ft) in the time interval [O,T]
then we may use the asymptotically ( T - > 00 ) standard normally distributed statistic

SSl(eto,T)
U(T et )- for testing Ho ., °- <SSl(eto,T»l/2
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Note: The proof of asymptotic normality follows from a central limit theorem ( Feigin [7] or Linkov 1.;] )
applied directly to the standardized martingale U(T,Qo) .

In the literature this case is considered only for the parametric set up . Hence the above is a generaliza
tion in some sense.

Most of the recently suggested test statistics for the one-sample situation are special cases of our proposed
statistic and hence their asymptotic distribution can be found from martingale central limit theorems.
This generalization provides a new motivation for an already well-studied technique in the counting pro
cess case and also provides new test statistics together with their asymptotic distribution for a general
semimartingale model. Moreover the theory of optimal estimating equations suggests a method to
motivate test statistics to test values of infinite dimensional parameters and is hence applicable in the
nonparametric set up.

•
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